WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: hollow
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: underglaze painted
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: BASE DIAM.: MOTIF: floral
LOTS PRESENT: 696, 65, 395, 540, 645, 632
MILLER INDEX: YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES: Thick paste - dark blue design on outside

RIM THICKNESS: class E
WARE: refined earthen  
FORM: flat  
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: underglaze printed  
COLORS: blue  
RIM DIAM: 5.0"  BASE DIAM:  
MOTIF: banded  
LOTS PRESENT: 503, 505, 696, 488, 507  
MILLER INDEX:  
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:  
NOTES: one blue band around rim  
rim thickness: 2.0mm  class B
WARE: refined earthen
FORM: flat
RIM DIAM.: 4.5
BASE DIAM.: —
COLORS: blue
MOTIF: banded
LOTS PRESENT: 433, 390, 483, 516, 482
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: blue band — inside
rim thickness: 1.8 mm
CLASS: B

site number: 18HA148
vessel number: 353
VESSSEL FORM

site number 184A148
vessel number 354

WARE refined earthen
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Underglaze painted
FORM Hollow
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. __ BASE DIAM. ___ MOTIF floral
LOTS PRESENT 494(1), 420(2), 540(2), 382, 486, 416, 384, 529, 412, 481, 429, 406
MILLER INDEX 401, 310
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION __________

NOTES blue foliate floral design on outside of thick
paste.

banded rim inside x out.

rim thickness 3.5 mm class B
VESSEL FORM

site number 1844 144
vessel number 355

WARE refined southern
FORM hollow
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE underglaze painted
COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. ---- BASE DIAM. ---- MOTIF floral

LOTS PRESENT: 696 (5), 496, 470, 379, 6048, 6006, 497, 387, 540, 644, 489

MILLER INDEX ___________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES floral design similar to 354 but on fine paste

rim thickness 2.3mm ... class B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: flat
RIM DIAM: 3.0"
BASE DIAM: 3.0"
LOTS PRESENT: 690, 390, 696, 631, 307, 682
MILLER INDEX: 

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: underglaze painted
COLORS: blue

NOTE'S: 

RIM THICKNESS: close C

SITE NUMBER: 1814A148
VESSEL NUMBER: 3570
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 

CLASSIFICATION: 

WARE  refined earthen
FORM  hollow
RIM DIAM. 3.0"  BASE DIAM. 3.0"
LOTS PRESENT 6960 (1)

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  underglaze painted
COLORS  blue, black

MOTIF  banded

NOTES  fugitive blue band under outside lip
        very faint - tiny line of black showing
        molded body - not circular
        rim thickness 3.7 mm - class B
WARE  refined earthen
FORM  hollow
RIM DIAM.  —  BASE DIAM.  —
LOTS PRESENT  518

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  underglaze painted
COLORS  blue
MOTIF  banded/molded

SITE NUMBER  18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER  358

NOTES  Geage has definite blue tint - vertical lines molded along dark blue band

RIM THICKNESS  —  close E
VESSSEL FORM

site number 18HA148
vessel number 359

WARE refined earth   DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE underglaze paint
FORM flat       COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. — MOTIF floral
LOTS PRESENT 1090 (1)

MILLER INDEX      YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES daisy-like flowers - on fine yet porous paste

rim thickness — close E
WARE refined earthen
FORM hollow
RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. —
LOTS PRESENT 696 (1)
MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES busy floral pattern, unlike any other
RIM THICKNESS close E.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>WARE</strong></th>
<th>refined earthen</th>
<th><strong>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</strong></th>
<th>under glaze painted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FORM</strong></td>
<td>flat</td>
<td><strong>COLORS</strong></td>
<td>blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RIM DIAM.</strong></td>
<td>5.5&quot;</td>
<td><strong>MOTIF</strong></td>
<td>foliate/Banded rim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOTS PRESENT</strong></td>
<td>1000, 694(2), 524, 454, 511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MILLER INDEX</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOTES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RIM THICKNESS</strong></td>
<td>2.3mm</td>
<td><strong>CLASS</strong></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WARE: refined earthen
FORM: hollow
RIM DIAM. -- BASE DIAM. --

LOTs PRESENT: 485, 415, 486, 504, 437
MILLER INDEX -- YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION --

NOTES: banded inside + out

Rim thickness: 2.7

site number: 18HA148
vessel number: 302
VEssel FORM

site number 18HA148
vessel number 363

WARE refined earthen
FORM flat
RIM DIAM. _______ BASE DIAM. _______

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE underglaze painted
COLORS blue
NOTIF geometric

LOTS PRESENT 505, 1032

MILLER INDEX ________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ________________

NOTES ________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

rim thickness 3.0 close B
WARE: Refined Earthen
FORM: Flat
RIM DIAM: 8.0" BASE DIAM: -
LOTS PRESENT: 699
MILLER INDEX: -
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: -
COLORS: Blue
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Underglaze Painted
MOTIF: Banded
NOTES: Single band inside rim

- rim thickness: 2.2 mm
- class: B
WARE: Upland Paquimé
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Underlay, painted

FORM: Plate
COLORS: Blue

RIM DIAM.: 2.5
BASE DIAM.: 2.5

NOTIF: Floral

LOTS PRESENT: 494(2), 524, 524, 538, 502, 606, 414, 470

MILLER INDEX

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES:

Rim thickness: 2.4 mm

The form is noted to be decorated with underlay painting.
WARE: refined earthen
FORM: hollow
RIM DIAM. 6.5" BASE DIAM. —
LOTS PRESENT: 694(1), 505(1), 437(1), 420(1)
MILLER INDEX: —
NOTES: inside only

rim thickness: 2.1
VESSLE FORM

ware refined earthen

form plate

rim diam. — base diam. 4.0

lots present 534, 696, 503, 532

miller index

year of classification

notes decorate inside, banded rim

rim thickness 2.4mm

class
WARE: Refined earthen
FORM: Plate
RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. —
LOTS PRESENT: 470 (1)

MILLER INDEX

NOTES

Rim thickness: 2.3 mm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VESSEL FORM</th>
<th>site number</th>
<th>1814A148</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vessel number</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE</td>
<td>Painted</td>
<td>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>Jar (Mol.)</td>
<td>COLORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM.</td>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
<td>MOTIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
<td>490, 544, 481, 500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
<td></td>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td>Dark blue decal on outside. Pass. floral decal not shown.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rim thickness 2.4 mm.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e! esc. B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WARE  refined earth  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  underglaze painted
FORM  hollow
RIM DIAM.  --  BASE DIAM.  --
COLORS  light blue
MOTIF  banded/floret
LOTS PRESENT  544, 463
MILLER INDEX  
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  
NOTES  Lt. blue. dua on milside

Rim thickness 2.1
Class B
WARE: refined caution.
FORM: hollow.
RIM DIAM.: -- BASE DIAM.: --
LOTS PRESENT: 288, 407, 690
MILLER INDEX: 1
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 1980
NOTES: outside only.

Rim thickness: 2.5 cm.
WARE: refined earth
FORM: hollow
RIM DIAM. = BASE DIAM. =
LOTS PRESENT: 507
MILLER INDEX =
YEARS OF CLASSIFICATION =

NOTES: banded inside + out -

Rim thickness: 2.7 cm
WARE: Red slipped.  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Underlay, painted.

FORM: Hollow cup.  COLORS: Blue.

RIM DIAM.: 4.0  BASE DIAM.: -  MOTIF: Banded.

LOTS PRESENT: 538.

MILLER INDEX:  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 

NOTES: Thin band on inside, wide band outside.

RIM: Thickness 1.8 mm.  c! c. i. r.
WARE: refined earthen
FORM: flat
RIM DIAM.: BASE DIAM.:__
LOTS PRESENT: 434
MILLER INDEX: ____________
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: ____________
NOTES: 

- Blue band inside rim
- Rim thickness 2.5mm, classification B
VESSLE FORM

site number 18HA148
vessel number 375

WARE refined earthen
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE underglaze painted
FORM flat
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. BASE DIAM. MOTIF floral/banded
LOTS PRESENT 696 (2)
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES deep outside

rim thickness 2.3 class B
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 184A148
VESSEL NUMBER V376

WARE refined earthenware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edge
FORM plate COLORS green
RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. ? MOTIF regular scallop/bud
LOTS PRESENT 696(2) : 395

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES similar to 3767

RIM THICKNESS 4.5 mm CLASS rim only
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: plate
RIM DIAM: 9
BASE DIAM: ?
MILLER INDEX: 496, 538

SITE NUMBER: 16 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER: V 377
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
COLORS: green
MOTIF: regular scallop, bud
LOTS PRESENT: 696, 538
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 517, 524, 530

NOTES: similar to 376

RIM THICKNESS: class 8

Class: 8
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSSEL NUMBER V378

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS green
RIM DIAM. 9 BASE DIAM. 3 MOTIF regular scallop; bird
LOTS PRESENT 523, 519
MILLER INDEX 1 5 YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 5 mm CLASS rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 379

WARE refined earthenware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate COLORS green
RIM DIAM. 9 BASE DIAM. ? MOTIF regular scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT 606 (2), 696
MILLER INDEX ______________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ________

NOTES ________________________________

______________________________

RIM THICKNESS 4 mm CLASS rm only
WARE: refined earthware
FORM: plate
COLORS: green
RIM DIAM: 9"
BASE DIAM: 
MOTIF: regular scissored, bud
LOTS PRESENT: 696 (3)
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 5 mm
CLASS: rim only
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 178
VESSEL NUMBER V-381

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate?  COLORS green
RIM DIAM.?  BASE DIAM.?  MOTIF scalloped, "feather edge"
LOTS PRESENT 646

MILLER INDEX-------------------------------- YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES


RIM THICKNESS 4.8  CLASS rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148

VESSEL NUMBER V 382

WARE refined earthenware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate?

COLORS green

RIM DIAM. ? BASE DIAM. ? MOTIF regular scalloped, bud

LOTS PRESENT 696, 506, 632, 455

MILLER INDEX - YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION -

NOTES -

- -

RIM THICKNESS 6.5 mm CLASS rim only
VEssel FORM

Site number 18 HA 148

Vessel number V 383

Ware refined earthware

Decorative technique edged

Form plate

Colors green

Rim diam. 9 Base diam. 3 Motif regular scalloped, 6 unit

Lots present 606

Miller index

Year of classification

Notes

Rim thickness 5.4 mm Class 0m
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edge

FORM plate

COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. ?

MOTIF regular scallop, bud

LOTS PRESENT 539

MILLER INDEX 

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION 

NOTES shard is burned

RIM THICKNESS 4 mm CLASS rim only
WARE: refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: beaded edged
FORM: plate  COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.:  BASE DIAM.:  MOTIF: regular scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX:  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 4.3 mm  CLASS: rim
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSSEL NUMBER V386

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9 BASE DIAM. 7 MOTIF regular scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT 534(2)
MILLER INDEX _____________________ - YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION__________

NOTES ____________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

RIM THICKNESS 4.5 mm CLASS 1m only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 9" BASE DIAM.: motif: regular, scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES: sherd is burned

RIM THICKNESS: 4.2 mm
CLASS: rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 388

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate
COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. ? BASE DIAM. 3 MOTIF scalloped bad

LOTS PRESENT 532

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES shard is burned

RIM THICKNESS 4.7 mm CLASS rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V389

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate  COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. ?  BASE DIAM. ?  MOTIF scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT 502

MILLER INDEX 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION 
NOTES 

RIM THICKNESS 3.9 mm  CLASS in only
VEssel form

Site number 18 HA 148
Vessel number V 390

Ware refined earthenware
Decorative technique edged
Form plate
Colors blue
Rim diam. 9 Base diam. 7 Motif regular scalloped, bad
Lots present 518

Miller index
Year of classification

Notes Sherd is burned

Rim thickness
Class rm only
WARE: refined or thin ware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: ? BASE DIAM.: ? MOTIF: regular scalloped, ☐
LOTS PRESENT: 637
MILLER INDEX: YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: ? CLASS: RM only
WARE: refined earthware
FORM: plate/ platter
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 10
BASE DIAM.: —
MOTIF: unscalloped, octagonal
LOTS PRESENT: 415(2) 696(2)
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —
RIM THICKNESS: 5.3 mm
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148

VESSEL NUMBER V393

WARE refined earthware

FORM plate

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. ? BASE DIAM. ? MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 631, 696

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.4 mm CLASS V.I. only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 696
BASE DIAM.: 696
MOTIF: scalloped
LOTS PRESENT: 696

MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: rim only
CLASS: rim only
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER V395

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate
COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. 8' BASE DIAM. MOTIF irregular scallop, bud

LOTS PRESENT 516 (3) 416

MILLER INDEX _________________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES ________________________________

______________________________

RIM THICKNESS 3.7 mm CLASS rim only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 11"
BASE DIAM.: 
MOTIF: scalloped
LOTS PRESENT: 436, 494
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 4 mm
CLASS: rim only
VESSHEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA.148
VESSHEL NUMBER V397

WARE red slip earthenware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 8" BASE DIAM. MOTIF regular scalloped
LOTS PRESENT 519

MILLER INDEX ____________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ____________________

NOTES ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

RIM THICKNESS 5 mm CLASS r.m. only
WARE: red slipped earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: ridged
FORM: plate?
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 7
BASE DIAM.: 15
MOTIF: ?

LOTS PRESENT: 38

MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 

NOTES:

RIM THICKNESS: 4.3 mm
CLASS: R. M. ONLY
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER  V8HA 198
VESSEL NUMBER  V 399

WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  edged
FORM  plate  COLORS  blue
RIM DIAM.  9"  BASE DIAM.  MOTIF  regular scallop, bad
LOTS PRESENT  514, 646

MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

______________________________

RIM THICKNESS  4 mm  CLASS  I only
VEESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VEESSEL NUMBER Y 400

WARE refract earthware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 10 BASE DIAM. MOTIF regular scalloped bud
LOTS PRESENT 530, 531, 697 ( ) 524, 531, 517, 517, 518
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.9 mm CLASS rim only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM: 9
BASE DIAM: 
MOTIF: regular, scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT: 518, 523, 530
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 4.7 mm
CLASS: rim only
WARE refined earthware
FORM plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 3
BASE DIAM. 
MOTIF 
LOTS PRESENT 523, 538
MILLER INDEX 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION 
NOTES 
RIM THICKNESS 5 mm CLASS rim only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 9
BASE DIAM.
MOTIF: regular scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT: 523, 516
MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS
CLASS: rim only
WARE: Pefned earthenware
FORM: Plate
RIM DIAM. 7" BASE DIAM.
COLORS: Blue
MOTIF: Stylized - bud
LOTS PRESENT: 518, 543
MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES
RIM THICKNESS: 3.9 mm
CLASS: 1.2 only
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER V405

WARE refined earthware
FORM plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. BASE DIAM. MOTIF irregular scallop
LOTS PRESENT 6,996
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS CLASS rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER  18 HA 148
VESSSEL NUMBER  V 406

WARE  refined earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  edged

FORM  plate
COLORS  blue

RIM DIAM.  /  BASE DIAM.  MOTIF  incised, looped, bud

LOTS PRESENT  300

MILLER INDEX  /  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS  4.4 mm  CLASS  no sub-class
VEssel form

Site number 18ha 148
Vessel number v 407

Ware redware eared rim Decorative technique edge'd
Form plate? Colors blue
Rim diam. --- Base diam. --- Motif unscallaged
Lots present 4 38
Miller index ---------------- Year of classification -------------------
Notes -------------------------------

Rim thickness --- Class rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 408

WARE refined earthenware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate? COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. MOTIF regular scattered
LOTS PRESENT 390, 424, 410, 454, 696
MILLER INDEX — — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

________________________________________________________

RIM THICKNESS 4 mm CLASS rim very
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER 1409

WARE refined ocherine DECOEATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. regular scalloped, bad
LOTS PRESENT 517, 531
MILLER INDEX 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION 
NOTES shards are burned

RIM THICKNESS 3.9 mm CLASS 1.12
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER V410

WARE red earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. 5 1/2" MOTIF unscalloped
LOTS PRESENT 524, 539

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.5 mm CLASS rim only
VEssel Form

Site Number 18 HA 148

Vessel Number V 411

Ware refined earthware

Decorative Technique edged

Form plate

Colors blue

Rim diam. 9 Base diam. Motif unscalloped

Lots Present 445, 432

Miller Index ___________________________ Year of Classification ____________

Notes _________________________________

Rim Thickness 4.8 mm Class ____________
WARE: Refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Edged
FORM: Plate
COLORS: Blue
RIM DIAM.: 8" BASE DIAM.: Motif: Irregular, scalloped, 2nd
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX: YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES:

RIM THICKNESS: 4.2mm
CLASS: Rim only
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 413

WARE refined earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 7
BASE DIAM.
MOTIF __________
LOTS PRESENT 699
MILLER INDEX __________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES ______________________________

RIM THICKNESS 4.3 mm CLASS rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 417

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. — MOTIF irregular scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT 4 81
MILLER INDEX ___________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION __________

NOTES ____________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

RIM THICKNESS ———— CLASS — in only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: __ BASE DIAM.: ___ MOTIF: irregularly scalloped, broad
LOTS PRESENT: 387, 646, 650
MILLER INDEX: __________________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: ____________________________________________

RIM THICKNESS: 4.5 mm CLASS: ____________

VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER: 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER: V 415
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 H A 148

VESSEL NUMBER V 416

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate

COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. — MOTIF unscalloped

LOTS PRESENT 412, 512, 696

MILLER INDEX __________________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES ________________________________

____________________________

RIM THICKNESS 3.8mm CLASS rim only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM: 9" BASE DIAM: 
MOTIF: regular scallop - 1nd
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 4.3 mm
CLASS: rim only
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 418

WARE refracted earthworm
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate
COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. 2" MOTIF regular scallops, 1 exploding

LOTS PRESENT 529 (2) 696

MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES short, 13, burned

RIM THICKNESS 5.5 mm CLASS rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148

VESSEL NUMBER V 419

WARE refined earthware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. MOTIF regular scalloped, band

LOTS PRESENT 505, 412, 496, 429, 407, 432, 651, 649

MILLER INDEX —— YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION 387, 434

NOTES— single band stipes of color 652, 423

RIM THICKNESS 4.5 mm CLASS rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSSEL NUMBER V420

WARE refined earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM platter
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 12 BASE DIAM. MOTIF unscalloped
LOTS PRESENT 696
MILLER INDEX __________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION __________
NOTES __________

RIM THICKNESS 5.7 mm CLASS un
only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148

VESSEL NUMBER 421

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate  COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. —  BASE DIAM. MOTIF irreg. scalloped, 6 nd

LOTS PRESENT 696

MILLER INDEX —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES —

____________________

____________________

RIM THICKNESS 3.6 mm  CLASS

only
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  edged
FORM  plate  COLORS  blue
RIM DIAM.  —  BASE DIAM.  —  MOTIF  regular scalloped, 6rd
LOTS PRESENT  696
MILLER INDEX  —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  —
NOTES  —  —

RIM THICKNESS  5 mm  CLASS  —
VEssel Form

Site number 18 HA 148
Vessel number V 423

Ware refined earthenware
Decorative technique edged

Form plate
Colors blue

Rim diam. 9" Base diam.
Motif scalloped, bud

Lots present 696

Miller index
Year of classification

Notes

Rim thickness 3.9
Class rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 424

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 8" BASE DIAM.____ MOTIF molded floral, unscalloped
LOTS PRESENT 696

MILLER INDEX ______________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ____________

NOTES________________________

_____________________________

RIM THICKNESS 3.75 in CLASS rim only
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSLE NUMBER V 425

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9 BASE DIAM. 
MOTIF molded floral w/ red 
LOTS PRESENT 607, 696
MILLER INDEX 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES 

RIM THICKNESS 4.8 mm CLASS rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER  18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER  √ 426

WARE refred earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. 3" MOTIF unscalled
LOTS PRESENT 696

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.5 mm CLASS rim only
VEssel form

Site number 18HA 198

Vessel number V427

Ware refined earthenware decorative technique edger

Form plate

Colors blue

Rim diam. — Base diam. — Motif irregular scallops; bud

Lots present 696

Miller index — Year of classification —

Notes —

——

Rim thickness 4.2 mm Class CN only
Vessel Form

Site Number: 18HA148

Vessel Number: V428

Ware: Refined earthenware

Decorative Technique: Edged

Form: Plate

Colors: Blue

Rim Diameter: —

Base Diameter: —

Motif: Irregular scallop, bad

Lots Present: 538

Miller Index: —

Year of Classification: —

Notes: —

Rim Thickness: 4.2 mm

Class: Rim only
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER V429

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate?  COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. BASE DIAM. MOTIF molded floral
LOTS PRESENT 510

MILLER INDEX ____________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ____________

NOTES __________________________

______________________________

RIM THICKNESS — CLASS rim only
WARE: Refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Edged
FORM: Plate  COLORS: Blue
RIM DIAM.: —  BASE DIAM.: —  MOTIF: Irregular scallop; bud
LOTS PRESENT: 416
MILLER INDEX: —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —

RIM THICKNESS: 3.5 mm  CLASS: Rim only
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 431

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate  COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 7  BASE DIAM.  MOTIF regular scalloped, br. d
LOTS PRESENT 318 (6), 622, 391, 460
MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.5 mm  CLASS rim only
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER 1432

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate  COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9  BASE DIAM.  motif regular scallop; 6 and
LOTS PRESENT 532
MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES Lord 13 buried

RIM THICKNESS 5.3mm  CLASS rim only
SITE NUMBER  18HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER  V 433

WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  edged
FORM  plate  COLORS  blue
RIM DIAM.  9  BASE DIAM.  MOTIF  regular scalloped, bad
LOTS PRESENT  434, 696(2), 390, 492
MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES  

RIM THICKNESS  4 mm  CLASS  rim only
WARE: refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate  COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM: 9  BASE DIAM:  MOTIF: regular scallop - bad
LOTS PRESENT: 696 (4)
MILLER INDEX:  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 3.6 mm  CLASS: PM only
VESEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER 435

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate
COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. ______ MOTIF regular scalloped - 6nd

LOTS PRESENT 523

MILLER INDEX ______ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ______

NOTES

---------------------------------------------

RIM THICKNESS ______ CLASS ______ only
WARE: Refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Edged
FORM: Plate
COLORS: Blue
RIM DIAM.: 9" BASE DIAM.: Motif: Regular scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT: 696, 511, 491
MILLER INDEX: ____________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: ____________________
NOTES: ________________________________

RIM THICKNESS: 3.6 mm CLASS: Rim only
WARE: Redware earthware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Edged
FORM: Plate  COLORS: Blue
RIM DIAM.:  BASE DIAM.:  MOTIF: Regular scalloped, 6rid
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX:  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES:  

RIM THICKNESS: 4.4 mm  CLASS: 22 cm only
WARE  refined earthware
FORM  plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  edged
COLORS  blue
RIM DIAM.  9"  BASE DIAM.  
MOTIF  regular, scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT  696, 492
MILLER INDEX  
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  
NOTES  

RIM THICKNESS  3.8 mm  CLASS  

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 438
WARE: refined earthware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: soup plate  COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM: 9  BASE DIAM:     MOTIF: beaded 3.5 mm
LOTS PRESENT: 696, 393
MILLER INDEX:               YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES:_________________________

RIM THICKNESS: 3.4 mm  CLASS: rim only
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  edged
FORM  plate  COLORS  blue
RIM DIAM.  9/4  BASE DIAM.  9/4  MOTIF  molded floral
LOTS PRESENT  696
MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS  3.6 mm  CLASS  rim only
WARE: refined earth ware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plato
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 9" BASE DIAM.: MOTIF: regular, scalloped, bud
LOTS PRESENT: 530(2)
MILLER INDEX: YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES:

RIM THICKNESS: 5.8 mm
CLASS: rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA 148
VESSSEL NUMBER V442

WARE red calamine
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edge

FORM plate
COLORS blue

RIM-DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. regular scalloped

LOTS PRESENT 504, 496

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.3 mm CLASS rim only
WARE: red-earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM. = BASE DIAM.
MOTIF: regular scalloped
LOTS PRESENT: 537, 451
MILLER INDEX: ___________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: ___________

NOTES: shards are burned

RIM THICKNESS: 4 mm CLASS: rim only
WARE: refirt earthtone
FORM: plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM: 9"  BASE DIAM:  
MOTIF: regular, scalloped, bad
LOTS PRESENT: 696 517
MILLER INDEX:  
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:  
NOTES:  

RIM THICKNESS: 4.3 mm  CLASS:   

only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM: 9'
BASE DIAM: 
MOTIF: irregular scallops: bad
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 4.4 mm
CLASS: rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSSEL NUMBER V446

WARE: red eye earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM.

MOTIF: regular scallop: bid

LOTS PRESENT 997

MILLER INDEX

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.9 mm
CLASS 1 IN ONLY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WARE</th>
<th>refractory earthenware</th>
<th>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</th>
<th>edged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>saucer</td>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td>blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM.</td>
<td></td>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
<td>696</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
<td></td>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
<td>3.6 mm</td>
<td>CLASS rim only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VEssel FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148

VESSEL NUMBER IV 448

WARE refined earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate
COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. 9'' BASE DIAM. irreg. MOTIF scalloped - 5th

LOTS PRESENT 458

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.7 mm CLASS rim only
WARE: red earthware
FORM: plate
RIM DIAM: 9
BASE DIAM: 
MOTIF: irregular, scalloped, bud
COLORS: blue
LOTS PRESENT: 676 (3) 553
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
SITE NUMBER: 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER: 444
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 2.8 mm
CLASS: rim only
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: plate
RIM DIAM.: __
BASE DIAM.: __
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
COLORS: blue
MOTIF: irregular scalloped; bud
LOTS PRESENT: 508, 645
MILLER INDEX: __
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: __
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 5 mm
CLASS: 14 M only
WARE refined earthware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate       COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9½  BASE DIAM. 6"   MOTIF irregular scallop - bud
LOTS PRESENT 539 (3) 504, 470
MILLER INDEX                   YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.8 mm  CLASS rm to foot
WARE: Red figurine
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Edged
FORM: Plate
COLORS: Blue
RIM DIAM.: 9"  BASE DIAM.:  
MOTIF: Molded floral
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 3 mm  CLASS: FM only
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 178

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. — MOTIF indetermined
LOTS PRESENT 646; 455
MILLER INDEX — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.4 mm CLASS rim only
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 454

WARE refined earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM platter / plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 12 BASE DIAM. MOTIF regular scalloped; bud
LOTS PRESENT 438, 416, 407, 464, 537, 376
MILLER INDEX ______________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION __________

NOTES ________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________

RIM THICKNESS 4.6 mm CLASS w.r. only
VEssel FORM

Site number: 18 HA 198

Vessel number: V 755

Ware: refined conturane

Decorative technique: edged

Form: plate

Colors: blue

Rim diam. / Base diam. Motif: irregular scallop; bad

Lots present: 418

Miller Index: 

Year of classification:

Notes:

Rim thickness: 4.5 mm Class: rim only
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER 456

WARE refined earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate
COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM.
MOTIF regular scallop; bad

LOTS PRESENT 667, 519, 385, 534

MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.7 mm
CLASS rim only
WARE refined earth ware
FORM plate
RIM DIAM. / BASE DIAM. / MOTIF scalloped
LOTS PRESENT 514, 524
MILLER INDEX ____________________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES ___________________________________

RIM THICKNESS 3.3 in CLASS rim only
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  edged
FORM  plate  COLORS  blue
RIM DIAM.  9  BASE DIAM.  MOTIF  regular scalloped - bad
LOTS PRESENT  5 6 4, 696(2)
MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS  4.3 mm  CLASS  c. 2 only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 459

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM platter
COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. — MOTIF unscalloped

LOTS PRESENT 696, 488

MILLER INDEX __________________________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES ______________________________________

__________________________________________

RIM THICKNESS 6.5 mm CLASS rim to foot
VEssel form

Site number 18 HA 148

Vessel number V 460

Ware refractory eastern ware

Decorative technique edged

Form plate

Colors blue

Rim diam. 7½" Base diam. 1 Motif regular scallop: ind

Lots present 519, 696

Miller-index

Year of classification

Notes: simple color stripe

Rim thickness 6.1 mm Class rim only
VEssel form

site number 18 HA 148
vessel number V461

ware refined earthen ware
form plate
rim diam. 9" base diam.

decorative technique edged
colors blue
motif regular scalloped

lots present 696 (2)

miller index
year of classification

notes simple color stripe

rim thickness 5 mm class rim

only
VEssel form

site number 18 HA 148

vessel number V 462

ware refined earthenware

decorative technique edged

form platter

colors blue

rim diam. — base diam.
motif irregular scallop

lots present 532, 696, 529(2), 540(2)

miller index year of classification

notes

________________________

rim thickness 3.5 mm class rim only
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 463

WARE refined or thin w a v e
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM platter
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 13 BASE DIAM. 13 MOTIF "bumpy"
LOTS PRESENT 696
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 6.3 mm CLASS 1 in only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSSEL NUMBER V 464

WARE refined earthware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. MOTIF molded loop: floral
LOTS PRESENT 696 (2) 424 (3) 421, 425, 387, 494
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS CLASS
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM: 9
BASE DIAM: 
MOTIF: ridged and reeded
LOTS PRESENT: 429: 678: 515
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 2.3 mm
CLASS: rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148

VESSEL NUMBER V 466

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate

COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. 9

BASE DIAM.

MOTIF unscaled

LOTS PRESENT 396, 491, 400, 696 (2)

MILLER INDEX

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.5 mm

CLASS rim only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 9
BASE DIAM.: -
MOTIF: unscalloped
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX: -
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: -
NOTES: -
RIM THICKNESS: 5.2 mm
CLASS: rim only
WARE reframed earthenware.
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged.
FORM plate.
COLORS blue.
RIM DIAM. 9 BASE DIAM.
MOTIF open, collapsed.
LOTS PRESENT 696.
MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES
RIM THICKNESS 4.2 mm. CLASS w. monk.
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V469

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM-DIAM. 9
BASE DIAM.                                                                
MOTIF regular scalloped
LOTS PRESENT 696 (5) 629, 400
MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.5 mm CLASS rim only
WARE   refined salt-fired  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE   edged
FORM   plate                  COLORS   blue
RIM DIAM. 9  BASE DIAM.   MOTIF    wavy<br>calldode
LOTS PRESENT   696 (2)
MILLER INDEX   6                      YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS   5.1 mm  CLASS   or only
WARE: refined earthware
FORM: plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 9
BASE DIAM.: 
MOTIF: unscaled
LOTS PRESENT: 194, 510
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 3.6
CLASS: rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 184A148
VESSEL NUMBER V472

WARE refined earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate
COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. 9
BASE DIAM. 

MOTIF unscaled, molded floral

LOTS PRESENT 651, 696

MILLER INDEX 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION 

NOTES 

RIM THICKNESS 4.2 m
CLASS M
only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER 1473

WARE refined oastware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9 BASE DIAM. MOTIF regular scallops
LOTS PRESENT 646, 696
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.7mm CLASS VM only
WARE   refined  ornamental  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE   edged
FORM   Plate        COLORS   blue
RIM DIAM.   9   BASE DIAM.   MOTIF   regular  scallops
LOTS PRESENT   424, 511, 546, 464, 418
MILLER INDEX   YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS   4.3 mm    CLASS    rim only
WARE       refrid     earthware   DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE    edged
FORM       ?                      COLORS     blue
RIM DIAM.  ____  BASE DIAM.  ____  MOTIF
LOTS PRESENT
MILLER INDEX     ____________  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS   ____________  CLASS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VESSEL FORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SITE NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESSEL NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WARE: refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: ed god
FORM: plate                COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.    BASE DIAM.    MOTIF: uns calloped
LOTS PRESENT: 632
MILLER INDEX:                      YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES: ______________________________________________________

RIM THICKNESS: __________  CLASS: m only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER V478

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. / BASE DIAM. MOTIF unscalloped
LOTS PRESENT 472, 614, 321, 496, 466
MILLER INDEX __________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION __________________
NOTES ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

RIM THICKNESS / CLASS r in only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged

FORM: plate
COLORS: blue

RIM DIAM.: 9
BASE DIAM.: 
MOTIF: unscalloped

LOTS PRESENT: 455

MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 

NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 4.5 mm
CLASS: 

WARE: Refined earthenware  
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Edged  
FORM: Plate  
COLORS: Blue  
RIM DIAM: 9  
BASE DIAM:  
MOTIF: Unscalloped  
LOTS PRESENT: 399  
MILLER INDEX:  
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:  
NOTES:  
RIM THICKNESS:  
CLASS: 
WARE  refined earthware
FORM  plate
RIM DIAM. 8
BASE DIAM.
MOTIF  unscalloped
LOTS PRESENT  485, 417, 696
MILLER INDEX
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3 mm  CLASS rim only
WARE: red, fired or thin ware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 9
BASE DIAM.: unscalloped
LOTS PRESENT: 492, 434, 616, 407, 387, 420, 493
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 3.9 mm
CLASS: rim only
Vessel Form

Site Number: 1814A 448
Vessel Number: V 483

Ware: Reddish earthware
Decorative Technique: Edged
Form: Plate
Colors: Blue

Rim Diameter: 9
Base Diameter: 5
Motif: Regular, Scallop

Lots Present: 518, 506, 488, 694, 682

Miller Index: Year of Classification: 

Notes: 

Rim Thickness: 3.1
Class: PM only
WARE  refined earthware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  edged
FORM  plate  COLORS  blue
RIM DIAM. 9  BASE DIAM.  MOTIF  regular scallops
LOTS PRESENT  495
MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS  3.6 mm  CLASS  rim only
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
FORM: plate
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM. 9
BASE DIAM. 

MOTIF: unscalarped
LOTS PRESENT: 696 (2) 403

MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 

NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 3.5 mm
CLASS: rim only
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V486

WARE refined enthermal
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9
BASE DIAM. 9
MOTIF unscalloped
LOTS PRESENT 696 (3), 413, 523, 405, 631, 647
MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.8 mm
CLASS P in content
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 418

VESSSEL NUMBER V487

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate

COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. 9 BASE DIAM. _____ MOTIF unscalloped

LOTS PRESENT 531

MILLER INDEX ___________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES-_________________________________________

______________________________

RIM. THICKNESS 3.5 CLASS rom only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER V488

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM plate

COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. ______ BASE DIAM. ______ MOTIF regular scalloped

LOTS PRESENT 399, 391

MILLER INDEX ______ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ______

NOTES ______

________________________________________

RIM THICKNESS ______ CLASS only
WARE: red earthware
FORM: plate
DEDECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged
COLORS: blue
RIM DIAM.: 9
BASE DIAM.: regular scalloped
LOTS PRESENT: 696 (2)
MILLER INDEX: ___
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: ___
NOTES: simple stripe of color

RIM THICKNESS: ___
CLASS: ___
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 1844148
VESSEL NUMBER V 490

WARE refined exterior
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. -- BASE DIAM. MOTIF regular scallop
LOTS PRESENT 381
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.5 mm CLASS rim only
WARE: refined earthenware  
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: edged  
FORM: plate  
COLORS: blue  
RIM DIAM.:  
BASE DIAM.:  
MOTIF: regular scalloped  
LOTS PRESENT: 683, 536, 387  
MILLER INDEX:  
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:  
NOTES:  
RIM THICKNESS:  
CLASS: rim only.
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V492

WARE referred earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 7 BASE DIAM.
MOTIF unscalloped
LOTS PRESENT 696
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.6 CLASS rim only
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>WARE</strong></th>
<th>refined earthware</th>
<th><strong>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</strong></th>
<th>edged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FORM</strong></td>
<td>plate</td>
<td><strong>COLORS</strong></td>
<td>blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RIM DIAM.</strong></td>
<td>9&quot;</td>
<td><strong>BASE DIAM.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOTIF</strong></td>
<td>regular</td>
<td></td>
<td>scalloped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOTS PRESENT</strong></td>
<td>5 98</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MILLER INDEX</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOTES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RIM THICKNESS</strong></td>
<td>4.1 mm</td>
<td><strong>CLASS</strong></td>
<td>rim only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 16 HA 148

VESSEL NUMBER V194

WARE Refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged

FORM Plate

COLORS blue

RIM DIAM. -- BASE DIAM. Motif regular scallop?

LOTS PRESENT 523, 964

MILLER INDEX ------------ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION -----

NOTES -----------------

-------------------

RIM THICKNESS 3.7 -- CLASS rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSSEL NUMBER V 495

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9 BASE DIAM. 9 MOTIF unscaled
LOTS PRESENT 488

MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES Sherd is burned

RIM THICKNESS 3.2 CLASS W ONLY
VEssel Form

Site number 18 HA 148

Vessel number V496

Ware red earthware

Decorative technique edged

Form plate

Colors blue

Rim diam. 9

Base diam. ___

Motif scalloped

Lots present 438, 512

Miller index __________

Year of classification __________

Notes __________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

Rim thickness 3.5 mm

Class VI or only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V497

WARE redosed earthware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate COLORS blue
RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. MOTIF regular scalloped
LOTS PRESENT 527
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.3 CLASS 1 in only
VEssel Form

Site Number 18 HA 148

Vessel Number V498

Ware ReFineD EarthwAre  Decorative Technique edged

form plate.  Colors green

rim diam.  base diam.  motif molded floral; irreg. scale.

Lots Present 607

Miller Index ___________________________ Year of Classification __________________

Notes ________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Rim Thickness 3 mm  Class rim only
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 499

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plat.
COLORS green
RIM DIAM. BASE DIAM. MOTIF in reg. scallops
LOTS PRESENT 530

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.3 mm  CLASS 1m only
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148
VESSEL NUMBER V 500

WARE refined anthemia
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate
COLORS green
RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. — MOTIF irreg. scal. molded floral
LOTS PRESENT 696
MILLER INDEX — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 3.7 mm CLASS rim only
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 146
VESSEL NUMBER V 501

WARE T8 refined earthware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE edged
FORM plate COLORS green
RIM DIAM. / BASE DIAM. MOTIF irregular collapsed
LOTS PRESENT 633, 407
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.5 mm CLASS 1M only
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: plate
RIM DIAM: 6 in
BASE DIAM.
MILLER INDEX
NOTES: slight wavy edge
RIM THICKNESS: 3.6 mm
CLASS: F

VEssel form
SITE NUMBER
VEssel NUMBER 502
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none
COLORS:
MOTIF:
LOTS PRESENT 682
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

18HA1483
VESEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESEL NUMBER 503

WARE refined earthenware
DEORATIVE TECHNIQUE none
FORM hollow
COLORS —
RIM DIAM. too small to tell
BASE DIAM. —
MOTIF —
LOTS PRESENT 437
MILLER INDEX —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —
NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS —
FRAGMENT CLASS B
TOP ONLY
WARE: refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none

FORM: hollow

COLORS: 

RIM DIAM.: too small to tell
BASE DIAM.: 

MOTIF: 

LOTS PRESENT: 504

MILLER INDEX: 

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 

NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 3.2 mm

CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: hollow form
RIM DIAM: too small to tell
BASE DIAM: —
COLORS: —
MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 512
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 2.9 mm
CLASS: B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER

VESSLE NUMBER 506

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM flat form - plate

COLORS —

RIM DIAM. too small to tell

BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT (1) 696, (1) 503

MILLER INDEX —

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

—— ——— ——— ——— ———

RIM THICKNESS 4.4 mm CLASS B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SITE NUMBER</td>
<td>18HA148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESSEL NUMBER</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE</td>
<td>Refined earthenware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>bowl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM.</td>
<td>10 in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIF</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
<td>4.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WARE: Refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none
FORM: Hollow form
COLORS: —
RIM DIAM: too small to fill
BASE DIAM: —
MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 508
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —
RIM THICKNESS: 4.5 mm
CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: molded
FORM: hollow form, poss. bowl
COLORS: —
RIM DIAM: too small to hold
BASE DIAM: —
MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 341
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: Two thin raised bands running 1/1 and close to rim.
        Rim is molded like the lip of a bottle.
RIM THICKNESS: 5.5mm  CLASS: B
WARE: Refined earthenware
FORM: Hollow form
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: None
COLORS: 
MOTIF: 
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 4.3 mm
CLASS: B
WARE: refined cortex
FORM: bowl
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: molded
COLORS: ___
RIM DIAM. 6" BASE DIAM. ___ MOTIF: ___
LOTS PRESENT: 464
MILLER INDEX: ___ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: ___
NOTES: ___
RIM THICKNESS: 4.3 mm CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: plain
FORM: bowl                  COLORS: —
RIM DIAM. 5"  BASE DIAM.    MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 538, 539
MILLER INDEX: —             YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —

RIM THICKNESS: 3.1 mm      CLASS: B
WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain
FORM
COLORS
RIM DIAM. 4" BASE DIAM.
MOTIF
LOTS PRESENT 535
MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.5 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSSEL NUMBER V514

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded/plain
FORM plate
COLORS
RIM DIAM. 9 BASE DIAM. 
MOTIF
LOTS PRESENT 912, 696
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 5.5 mm CLASS B
WARE: refined earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: plain
FORM: bowl
COLORS: 
RIM DIAM: 6” BASE DIAM: 
MOTIF: everted rim
LOTS PRESENT: 507, 509, 509, 696
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 
CLASS: B
WARE: red slip ware
FORM: bowl
RIM DIAM: 6" 
BASE DIAM: 
MOTIF: floral, panned
LOTS PRESENT: 496, 607, 459
RIM THICKNESS: 4.7 mm
CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: molded

FORM: bowl
COLORS:

RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. — MOTIF: ?

LOTS PRESENT: 488

MILLER INDEX: — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —

NOTES:

RIM THICKNESS: — CLASS: B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA1481
VESSSEL NUMBER V518

WARE refined reddishware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM bowl
COLORS

RIM DIAM. BASE DIAM. MOTIF blue tinted; pannels

LOTS PRESENT 694, 535, 504, 381

MILLER INDEX ______________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES ________________________________

_______________________________

RIM THICKNESS 3.5 in CLASS B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE refined ceramic
FORM bowl
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain/molded
COLORS
RIM DIAM. 6" BASE DIAM.
MOTIF blue tinted; panelled
LOTS PRESENT 696
MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES
RIM THICKNESS 5 mm CLASS B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: creamer
RIM DIAM.:
BASE DIAM.:
MILLER INDEX:
NOTES:

RIM THICKNESS: 4.5 mm
CLASS: B
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  molded everted rim
FORM  hollow form (poss bowl)  COLORS  
RIM DIAM. too small to tell  BASE DIAM.  MOTIF  
LOTS PRESENT  506  
MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  
NOTES  molded everted rim  

RIM THICKNESS  5.0 mm  CLASS  B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WARE</th>
<th>Refined earthenware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>Chamber post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM.</td>
<td>11&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
<td>(2) 696 mind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
<td>5.9 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  none
FORM  hollow form  COLORS  —
RIM DIAM 2 1/4"  BASE DIAM.  —  MOTIF  —
LOTS PRESENT  384
MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS  3.4 mm  CLASS  B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VESSEL FORM</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SITE NUMBER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESSEL NUMBER</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE</td>
<td>refined earthenware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>hollow ware (thin bowl)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM. too small to tell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: molded

FORM: hollow form
COLORS: —

RIM DIAM: too small to tell
BASE DIAM: —
MOTIF: diffuse band at edge

LOTS PRESENT:

MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —

NOTES: molding on interior

RIM THICKNESS: 4.1 mm
CLASS: B
WARE refined earthenware
FORM hollow form (poss. bowl)
RIM DIAM. 6.5 in
BASE DIAM. 

COLORS faint light blue tint

LOTS PRESENT mend (1511, 1522)

MILLER INDEX 1511, 1522

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.1 mm
CLASS B

VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER 526
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow form  COLORS

RIM DIAM. too small to tell  BASE DIAM.

LOTS PRESENT (2) 429, (1) 423

MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 2.2 mm  CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSSEL NUMBER 528

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded

FORM hollow form
COLORS —

RIM DIAM too small
BASE DIAM. —
MOTIF hand at rim

LOTS PRESENT 639

MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 2.9 mm
CLASS B
WARE: refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: molded
FORM: hollow form  COLORS: —
RIM DIAM: too small  BASE DIAM: —  MOTIF: molded band at rim
LOTS PRESENT: 500
MILLER INDEX: —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: molded on exterior only

RIM THICKNESS: 4.6 mm  CLASS: B
WARE: Refined earthenware
FORM: Flat form
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: None
COLORS: 
RIM DIAM.: Too small to tell
BASE DIAM.: 
MOTIF: 
LOTS PRESENT: 469
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 4.0 mm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VESSEL FORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SITE NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESSEL NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VEssel form

Site number 18HA148

Vessel number V532

Ware: refined earthenware

Decorative technique: plain/molded

Form: bowl

Colors:

Rim diam. 6

Base diam. ______

Motif: molded/blue tint

Lots present: 502

Miller index: 

Year of classification:

Notes: 

Rim thickness: 3.4

Class: B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded

FORM bowl

COLORS B

RIM DIAM. 6 BASE DIAM. MOTIF blue line

LOTS PRESENT 423

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 5 mm CLASS B
VEssel form

Site number

Vessel number 18HA148

Ware refined earthenware  Decorative technique molded

Form large bowl  Colors blue tint

Rim diam. 9  Base diam.  Motif

Lots present 508

Miller index  Year of classification

Notes

Rim thickness 4.5 mm  Class B
WARE: Refined earthware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Plain

FORM: Bowl

COLORS: 

RIM DIAM: 6"
BASE DIAM: 6"

MOTIF: 

LOTS PRESENT: 696

MILLER INDEX: 

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 

NOTES: export rim

RIM THICKNESS: 4.7 mm

CLASS: B
VESSSEL FORM

18HA148'

SITE NUMBER

VESSEL NUMBER V 536

WARE red fired earthware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded

FORM bowl

COLORS

RIM DIAM. 6 BASE DIAM. 6 MOTIF molded panneled

LOTS PRESENT 492

MILLER INDEX - YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES -

RIM THICKNESS 4.6 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE red cord - ware	DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded
FORM bowl	COLORS black
RIM DIAM. 6	BASE DIAM. 6 

LOTS PRESENT 696
MILLER INDEX

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 5.6
CLASS B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: bowl
RIM DIAM: 9"
BASE DIAM: 
COLORS: 
MOTIF: 
LOTS PRESENT: 448, 481
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 3.8
CLASS: B
VESSL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER V538

WARE red/brown earth ware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain
FORM cup
COLORS —
RIM DIAM. 3 1/2 BASE DIAM. —
MOTIF —
LOTS PRESENT 397
MILLER INDEX — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —
NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 4.6 mm CLASS B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site number</td>
<td>18HA148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessel number</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ware</td>
<td>Refined earthware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decorative technique</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Hollow form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rim diam.</td>
<td>Too small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base diam.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motif</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lots present</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of classification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rim thickness</td>
<td>4.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE refined earthenware
FORM hollow form
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

COLORS —
RIM DIAM. too small
BASE DIAM. —
MOTIF —
LOTS PRESENT 497
MILLER INDEX —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —
NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 3.5mm
CLASS B
VEssel form

Site number 18HA148

Vessel number 542

Ware refined earthenware
Decorative technique none

Form hollow form
Colors —

Rim diam. too small
Base diam. —

Motif —

Lots present 437

Miller index
Year of classification

Notes

Rim thickness 2.0 mm Class B
WARE: refined earthenware
DECO DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none
FORM: hollow form
COLORS: —
RIM DIAM.: too small
BASE DIAM.: —
MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 481
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —

RIM THICKNESS: 2.4 mm
CLASS: B
Site Number: 18HA148

Vessel Number: 544

Ware: Refined earthenware

Decorative Technique: None

Form: Hollow form

Colors: —

Rim Diam.: Too small

Base Diam.: —

Motif: —

Lots Present: 519

Miller Index: —

Year of Classification: —

Notes: —

Rim Thickness: 3.0 mm

Class: B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER  18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER  545

WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  none

FORM  hollow form  COLORS  —

RIM DIAM.  3 in  BASE DIAM.  —  MOTIF  —

LOTS PRESENT  510

MILLER INDEX  —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  —

NOTES  —

——

RIM THICKNESS  4.1 mm  CLASS  B
VEssel form

Site number 18HA148

Vessel number 546

Ware refined earthenware

Decorative technique none

Form hollow form

Colors —

Rim diam. 6 in. Base diam. —

Motif —

Lots present 696

Miller index —

Year of classification —

Notes —

Rim thickness 4.0 mm Class B
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER 547

WARE refined earthenware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none (panelled)

FORM hollow form COLORS —

RIM DIAM. too small BASE DIAM. — MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT 438

MILLER INDEX — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES — panelled

RIM THICKNESS 4.0 mm CLASS B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WARE</th>
<th>refined earthenware</th>
<th>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</th>
<th>none</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>hollow form, bowl</td>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM.</td>
<td>too small</td>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>MOTIF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
<td></td>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
<td>4.5 mm</td>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VEssel form

Site number: 18HA148

VeSSel number: 549

Ware: refined earthenware

Decorative technique: none

Form: hollow form

Colors:

Rim diam: 4.0 in

Base diam: -

Motif:

Lots present: (1) 423 (1) 484

Miller Index:

Year of classification:

Notes:

Rim thickness: 2.5 mm

Class: B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VESSEL FORM</th>
<th>18HA148</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SITE NUMBER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESSEL NUMBER</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE</td>
<td>refined earthenware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>hollow form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM. too small</td>
<td>BASE DIAM. -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
<td>526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER 551

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM cup?

HANDLE ATTACHMENT yes?

COLORS

RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 463

MILLER INDEX —

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 25 mm

CLASS B
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER 552

WARE refined earthenware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded
FORM hollow form COLORS -
RIM DIAM. too small BASE DIAM. - MOTIF diffuse band at rim
LOTS PRESENT 451
MILLER INDEX ___ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ___

NOTES:

_________________________

RIM THICKNESS 3.8mm CLASS B
VEssel Form

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

Vessel Number 553

Ware Refined Earthenware Decorative Technique None

Form Bottom Form Colors

Rim Diam. too small Base Diam.

Motif

Lots Present 503

Miller Index Year of Classification

Notes

Rim Thickness 3.3 mm Class B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER  18HA148

WARE  red mud earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  molded

FORM  hollow form

COLORS  -

TEA POT LID  -

RIM DIAM.  2 in

BASE DIAM.  -

MOTIF  -

LOTS PRESENT  631

MILLER INDEX  -

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  -

NOTES  everted rim

RIM THICKNESS  3.4 mm

CLASS  B
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER ________________

VESSEl NUMBER ____________

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow ware

COLORS —

RIM DIAM. __________ BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT _______

MILLER INDEX ________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION __________

NOTES ______________________

__________________________

__________________________

RIM THICKNESS 2.6 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER SSb

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none
FORM hollow form  COLORS —
RIM DIAM 10 cm  BASE DIAM. —  MOTIF —
LOTS PRESENT 1686
MILLER INDEX —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —
NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 2.2 mm  CLASS B.
SITE NUMBER

VESSLE NUMBER 557

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow form
COLORS blue band at rim

RIM DIAM: too small
BASE DIAM.

MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 38.5

MILLER INDEX

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 2.5 mm

CLASS B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE refined earthenware
DECOATIVE TECHNIQUE none
FORM hollow form - bowl
COLORS blueinge ext. rim
RIM-DIAM 3.5 in.
BASE DIAM. -
MOTIF -

LOTS PRESENT 492

MILLER INDEX -
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION -

NOTES everted rim

RIM THICKNESS 24 mm
CLASS B
WARE: refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none

FORM: hollow form - bowl.

COLORS: -

RIM DIAM.: 6 in.  BASE DIAM.: -  MOTIF: -

LOTS PRESENT: 467

MILLER INDEX:  

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: -

NOTES: -

RIM THICKNESS: 2.5 mm  CLASS: B
WARE: refined, earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none

FORM: hollow form
COLORS: blue, brown at rim or ext.

RIM DIAM: too small
BASE DIAM: --

LOTs PRESENT: 1096

MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 

NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 2.3 mm  
CLASS: B
WARE      refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  none
FORM      hollow form - bowl  COLORS  —
RIM DIAM. too small  BASE DIAM.  —  MOTIF  —
LOTS PRESENT  505
MILLER INDEX  ————  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  ————
NOTES  ————  ————  ————
RIM THICKNESS  4.6 mm  CLASS  B
SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER 562

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE panelled

FORM hollow form - cup
COLORS —

RIM DIAM. too small
BASE DIAM. —
MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT 696

MILLER INDEX — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 3.4 mm CLASS B
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  molded rim w/spires
FORM  hollow form  COLORS  --
RIM DIAM too small  BASE DIAM.  --  MOTIF  --
LOTS PRESENT  412
MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS  3.4 mm  CLASS  B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSSEL NUMBER 564

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM flat form
COLORS blue tracery at rim

RIM DIAM. too small
BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT 470

MILLER INDEX —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS fragmentary
CLASS B
WARE: refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none
FORM: hollow form  COLORS: —
RIM DIAM: 7 in.  BASE DIAM: —  MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX: —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —

RIM THICKNESS: 4.0 mm  CLASS: B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18nA1481
VESSEL NUMBER 566

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none
FORM hollow form          COLORS fruit blue band
RIM DIAM. too small       BASE DIAM.       MOTIF
LOTS PRESENT (1) 505, (1) 696
MILLER INDEX              YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES
RIM THICKNESS 4.3 mm    CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE Refined earthenware
FORM hollow form
RIM DIAM. too small
BASE DIAM. 
MOTIF 

COLORS 

LOTS PRESENT 504

MILLER INDEX 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION 

NOTES 

RIM THICKNESS 3.3 mm 
CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE refined earthenware
FORM hollow form
RIM DIAM. too small
COLORS —
MOTIF —

VESSSEL NUMBER 568

LOTS PRESENT (1) 511

MILLER INDEX —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES evolute rim

RIM THICKNESS 2.8 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER 569

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow form

COLORS —

RIM DIAM. too small

BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT 403

MILLER INDEX —

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 2.8 mm

CLASS B
VEssel FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HAY48

VEssel NUMBER 570

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow form  COLORS blue tinged at rim

RIM DIAM. __  BASE DIAM. __  MOTIF __

LOTS PRESENT 443

MILLER INDEX ____________  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ____________

NOTES ____________

__________________________

RIM THICKNESS 3.5 mm  CLASS B
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: molded

FORM: hollow form - cup?
COLORS: —

RIM DIAM: 3.5 in.
BASE DIAM: —

MOTIF: 3 bands at rim, X at rim, leaves beneath

BANDO PANELLED

LOTS PRESENT: (2) 6916, wear

MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —

NOTES: —

RIM THICKNESS: 3.1 mm
CLASS: B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA1487
VESSLE NUMBER 572

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE panelled
FORM hollow form - cup
COLORS - faint blueinge

RIM DIAM. \( \frac{3}{4} \) in BASE DIAM.
MOTIF -

LOTS PRESENT 691

MILLER INDEX -
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION -

NOTES -

RIM THICKNESS 4.1 mm CLASS B
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  none
FORM  hollow form  COLORS  —
RIM DIAM.  too frag  BASE DIAM.  —  MOTIF  —
LOTS PRESENT  489
MILLER INDEX  —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  —
NOTES  

RIM THICKNESS  fragmenary  CLASS  B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: flat form? poss. saucer
RIM DIAM: too small
BASE DIAM: —
COLORS: —
MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 396
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —
RIM THICKNESS: 3.3 mm
CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware  
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none  
FORM: hollow form  
COLORS:  
RIM DIAM: 6.5 in  
BASE DIAM:  
MOTIF:  
LOTS PRESENT: (1) 617, (2) 683  
MILLER INDEX:  
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:  
NOTES:  
RIM THICKNESS: 3.4 mm  
CLASS: B
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  none
FORM  hollow form  COLORS  faint blue hint at rim
RIM DIAM. 4 in  BASE DIAM.  -  MOTIF  -
LOTS PRESENT  452
MILLER INDEX  -  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  -
NOTES  

RIM THICKNESS  3.3 mm  CLASS  B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: hollow form
RIM DIAM: too small
BASE DIAM: 
COLORS: 
MOTIF: 
LOTs PRESENT: 399
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 3.4 mm 
CLASS: B
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  molded
FORM  hollow form, possum cup  COLORS  —
RIM DIAM. too small  BASE DIAM. —  MOTIF  ring at rim w/ indented spines
LOTS PRESENT  69.6
MILLER INDEX  —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  —
NOTES  —

RIM THICKNESS  3.8 mm  CLASS  B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: hollow form
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none
COLORS: light blue tint at rim
RIM DIAM: 6.5 in.
BASE DIAM: 
MOTIF: 
LOTS PRESENT: (1) 696, (1) 459
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 3.5 mm
CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none

FORM: hollow ware
COLORS: —

RIM DIAM: too small
BASE DIAM: —

MOTIF: —

LOTS PRESENT: 683

MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —

NOTES: —

RIM THICKNESS: 4.0 mm
CLASS: B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER 582

WARE refined earthenware
FORM hollow form
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE slight molded rim
RIM DIAM. too small
BASE DIAM. —
MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT (1) 479, (1) 456

MILLER INDEX —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES slight everted rim

RIM THICKNESS 3.7 mm
CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER 583

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow form  COLORS faint blue tinge

RIM DIAM. too small BASE DIAM.  MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT (i) 391, (i) 522

MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.0 mm  CLASS B
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: mold
FORM: hollow form
COLORS: —
RIM DIAM.: — BASE DIAM.: — MOTIF: 2 slight rings at rim
LOTS PRESENT: 442
MILLER INDEX: — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —

RIM THICKNESS: 3.9 mm CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none

FORM: hollow form

COLORS: faint blue tinge at rim

RIM DIAM: 6 in.
BASE DIAM: —

MOTIF: —

LOTS PRESENT: (1) 638, (1) 680, (1) 416

MILLER INDEX: —

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —

NOTES: —

RIM THICKNESS: 3.0 mm

CLASS: B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSLE NUMBER 586

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow form
COLORS faint blue 

RIM DIAM. too small
BASE DIAM.

MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 455

MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.7 mm CLASS B
VEssel Form

Site Number 18HA148

Vessel Number 587

Ware: refined earthenware

Decorative Technique: none

Form: hollow form

Colors:

Rim Diameter: too small
Base Diameter: —

Motif: —

Lots Present: (1) 434, (1) 407, (1) 484

Miller Index: —

Year of Classification: —

Notes:

Rim Thickness: 3.0 mm

Class: B
WARE  refined earthenware
FORM  hollow form, poss. bowl
RIM DIAM.           BASE DIAM. —
COLORS —
MILLER INDEX ———— YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ————
NOTES ————
RIM THICKNESS  4.2 mm    CLASS  B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: flat form
RIM DIAM: too small
BASE DIAM: —
COLORS: —
MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 415
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: wavy edge

RIM THICKNESS: 2.9 mm
CLASS: B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER 590

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded

FORM hollow form

COLORS —

RIM DIAM: too small BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF 2 bands at rim

LOTS PRESENT 503

MILLER INDEX — —

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 2.8 mm CLASS B
WARE refined earthenware
FORM hollow form
RIM DIAM 8 in
BASE DIAM.  —
LOTS PRESENT (1) 423
MILLER INDEX

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.2 mm
CLASS B
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VEssel NUMBER 592

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none.

FORM hollow form
COLORS —

RIM DIAM. too small
BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT (d) 434, (d) 428

MILLER INDEX —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 2.6 mm
CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER 593

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded

FORM hollow form - bowl
COLORS —

RIM DIAM. 2 1/2 in. BASE DIAM. —
MOTIF slant band at rim w/ oval on body

LOTS PRESENT 393

MILLER INDEX —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 5.0 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSSEL NUMBER 594

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow ware
COLORS gray, burned

RIM DIAM. too small
BASE DIAM. 607
MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 607

MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES burned

RIM THICKNESS 3.7 mm
CLASS B
WARE refined earthenware
FORM hollow form
RIM DIAM. too small
BASE DIAM. —
LOTS PRESENT 414
MILLER INDEX
NOTES
RIM THICKNESS 2.0mm

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none
COLORS —
MOTIF —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
CLASS B
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  - none
FORM  hollow form  COLORS  bluest tinge
RIM DIAM. too small  BASE DIAM.  -  MOTIF  -
LOTS PRESENT  409
MILLER INDEX  -  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  -
NOTES  -  
RIM THICKNESS  2.2 mm  CLASS  B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: hollow form
RIM DIAM: too small
BASE DIAM: __________
MOTIF: __________
COLORS: __________

SITE NUMBER: __________
VESSEL NUMBER: 597

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: __________

NOTES: __________

RIM THICKNESS: tapered
CLASS: B

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none
VEssel FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VEssel NUMBER 598

WARE refined earthware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded

FORM hollow form

COLORS —

RIM DIAM 2 1/2 in
BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT 696

MILLER INDEX — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES: slight molded rim

RIM THICKNESS 4.7 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER

VESSSEL NUMBER 599

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE scalloped rim

FORM flat form

COLORS creamy

RIM DIAM. too small

BASE DIAM. — MOTIF bands, following contours of rim

LOTS PRESENT 476

MILLER INDEX

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS chipped CLASS B
**VESSEL FORM**

**SITE NUMBER** 18HA148

**VESSEL NUMBER** 600

**WARE** refined earthenware

**DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE** none

**FORM** chamber pot rim

**COLORS** —

**RIM DIAM.** too small

**BASE DIAM.** —

**MOTIF** —

**LOTS PRESENT** 696

**MILLER INDEX**

**YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION**

**NOTES**

**RIM THICKNESS** 5.2 mm

**CLASS** B
WARE    refined earthenware.    DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE    none.
FORM    hollow form    COLORS    -
RIM DIAM. 4 in.    BASE DIAM.    -    MOTIF    -
LOTS PRESENT (1) 504
MILLER INDEX    YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS    3.5 mm    CLASS    B
VEssel FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

Vessel number 602

Ware refined earthenware

Decorative technique none

Form chamber pot

Colors —

Rim diam. — Base diam. 4.5 in

Motif None

Lots present (7) 634

Mound

Miller index

Year of classification

Notes

Rim thickness not present

Class C
WARE  refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  none
FORM  hollow form  COLORS  faint blue tincted
RIM DIAM.  3.5 in  BASE DIAM.  -  MOTIF  -
LOTS PRESENT  5/1
MILLER INDEX  -  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  -
NOTES  -

RIM THICKNESS  3.3 mm  CLASS  B
VESSSEL FORM

18HA148

SITE NUMBER

VESSSEL NUMBER 604

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow form

COLORS —

RIM DIAM. too small
BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT (1) 429, (2) 438

MILLER INDEX ...

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ...

NOTES ...

RIM THICKNESS 3.1 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSSEL NUMBER 605

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM chamber pot
COLORS —

RIM DIAM. 9.5 in. BASE DIAM. — MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT (2) 69.6 moud

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 5.0 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER       18HA148

WARE     refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  molded

FORM     chamber pot  COLORS  

RIM DIAM. 12.5 in  BASE DIAM. 3.5 in  MOTIF  ribs

LOTS PRESENT  (1) 642  (1) 522  (1) 489

MILLER INDEX  

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  

NOTES  

RIM THICKNESS 5.7 mm  CLASS D
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER _______________ 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER _____________ 607

WARE     refined earthenware       DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE     molded rim, panelled
FORM     hollow form                COLORS     faint blue line
RIM DIAM. too small              BASE DIAM. — MOTIF —
LOTS PRESENT ___________ 451

MILLER INDEX ___________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES     everted rim

RIM THICKNESS   4.3 mm   CLASS    B
VEssel Form

Site Number

Vessel Number

Ware: refined earthenware

Decorative Technique: none

Form: hollow form

Colors:

Rim Diam. too small
Base Diam. -

Motif: -

Lots Present: 441

Miller Index: -

Year of Classification: -

Notes: -

Rim Thickness: 4.2 mm

Class: 8
WARE refined earthenware
FORM hollow forms
RIM DIAM. 800 small
BASE DIAM. —
COLORS faint blue tinted
MOTIF —
LOTS PRESENT 11410, 11415
MILLER INDEX —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —
NOTES —
RIM THICKNESS 2.6 mm
CLASS B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER    18HA148

WARE    Refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE    None

FORM    Hollow form
COLORS    Blue tinted at rim

RIM DIAM.    7 in
BASE DIAM.    -

LOTS PRESENT    (2) 696, (1) 633

MILLER INDEX    -
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION    -

NOTES    -

RIM THICKNESS    3.3 mm
CLASS    B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER

VESSSEL NUMBER 611

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow form

COLORS faint blue tint

RIM DIAM. too small

BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT 500

MILLER INDEX —

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

—

—

RIM THICKNESS 2.5 mm

CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER 612

WARE refined earthenware DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none
FORM hollow form COLORS slight blue tint
RIM DIAM. 4.5 in BASE DIAM. - MOTIF none
LOTS PRESENT (1) 467, (1) 466, (1) 5D3
MILLER INDEX - YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION -
NOTES -

RIM THICKNESS 3.1 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER 613

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE —
FORM flat form
COLORS —
RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. —
MOTIF —
LOTS PRESENT M504, M509
MILLER INDEX — — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —
NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 3.3 mm CLASS B
WARE: refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none
FORM: hollow form       COLORS: faint gray
RIM DIAM. too small      BASE DIAM. -   MOTIF -
LOTS PRESENT: 393
MILLER INDEX:          YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES:
RIM THICKNESS: 2.5 mm   CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: wavy edge
FORM: flat form  COLORS: —
RIM DIAM. too small  BASE DIAM. —  MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 512
MILLER INDEX: —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —

RIM THICKNESS: chipped  CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: molded
FORM: plate or serving dish
COLORS: faint creamy colored
RIM DIAM: too small
BASE DIAM: —
MOTIF: regular wavy edge
LOTS PRESENT: 6\{403, 6\{505, 6\{505
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —
RIM THICKNESS: 6.2 mm
CLASS: B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER

VESSSEL NUMBER

WARE refined earthenware
FORM flat form - plate
RIM DIAM. 9 in. BASE DIAM. _
LOTS PRESENT (6) 0960
MILLER INDEX ____________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ___________

NOTES ______________________________________________________________

__________________________

RIM THICKNESS 4.3 mm CLASS B
WARE     refined earthenware
FORM     plate - flat form
RIM DIAM. 10 in. BASE DIAM. —
LOTS PRESENT (1) 437, (1) 667, (1) 485
MILLER INDEX 667, 485
RIM THICKNESS 5.3 mm
CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM hollow ware - bowl  COLORS -

RIM DIAM. 6"  BASE DIAM. -  MOTIF -

LOTS PRESENT 696

MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.6 mm    CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER 1620

WARE refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none

FORM plate, flat form
COLORS none

RIM DIAM., too small
BASE DIAM. none

MILLER INDEX

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 5.0 mm
CLASS B
VEssel FORM

18HA148

Site number

Vessel number 621

Ware refined earthenware

Decorative technique none

Form plate

Colors —

Rim diam. 9 in. Base diam. —

Motif —

Lots present 686

Miller index

Year of classification

Notes

Rim thickness 5.2 mm

Class B
VEssel FORM

Site number 18HA148

Vessel number 622

Ware refined earthenware Decorative technique none

Form saucer Colors —

Rim diam. 6 in. Base diam. — Motif —

Lots present (1) 531, (1) 696

Miller index — Year of classification —

Notes —

—

—

Rim thickness 27 mm Class B
WARE: Refined earthenware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: None
FORM: Plate
COLORS: Slight blue tint
RIM DIAM: 10 in
BASE DIAM: ~
MOTIF: ~
LOTS PRESENT: (~503, (~408
MILLER INDEX: ~
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: ~
NOTES: ~
RIM THICKNESS: 4.4 mm
CLASS: B
Vessel Form

Site Number: 18HA148

Vessel Number: 624

Ware: Refined earthenware

Decorative Technique: Slightly wavy rim

Form: Saucer

Colors: Slight gray tint

Rim Diameter: 4 1/2 in

Base Diameter: —

Motif: —

Lots Present: 538

Miller Index: —

Year of Classification: —

Notes: —

Rim Thickness: 2.6 mm

Class: B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none
COLORS: -
RIM DIAM: 5.5 in
BASE DIAM: -
MOTIF: -
LOTS PRESENT: ("451, ("387
MILLER INDEX: -
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: -
NOTES: -
RIM THICKNESS: 2.5 mm
CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware
FORM: sauce
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none
COLORS: —
RIM DIAM: 7 m, BASE DIAM: —
MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: (2) 444, (1) 379
MILLER INDEX: — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —
RIM THICKNESS: 31 mm
CLASS: B
WARE: refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: none

FORM: plate  COLORS: 

RIM DIAM: 58mm BASE DIAM:  

MILLER INDEX:  

LOTS PRESENT: 416  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 

NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 5.1mm  CLASS: B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER  18HA148
VESSSEL NUMBER  628

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE none
FORM plate  COLORS —
RIM DIAM. 10 in.  BASE DIAM. —  MOTIF —
LOTS PRESENT  \( \text{384} \), \( \text{381} \)
MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —
NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 5  CLASS B
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER 629

WARE refined earthenware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded

FORM plate

COLORS paint blue tint

RIM DIAM. 10 in BASE DIAM. - MOTIF irregular scalloped molding 2 1/2 in from rim

LOTS PRESENT (1) 696

MILLER INDEX - YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES -

----------------------------------------

RIM THICKNESS 5.3 mm CLASS B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE refined earthenware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE molded

FORM plate COLORS

RIM DIAM. 300smc BASE DIAM. 450 MOTIF Foliate

LOTS PRESENT 452

MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.3 mm  CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER  18HA148

WARE           Whiteware
FORM           Plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE       Plam
COLORS
RIM DIAM. 8"  BASE DIAM. —  MOTIF
LOTS PRESENT  506, 511
MILLER INDEX  ————  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS  3.9 mm  CLASS  B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE Whiteware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Molded
FORM Plate          COLORS —
RIM DIAM. —  BASE DIAM. —  MOTIF Floral garland
LOTS PRESENT 607, 400
MILLER INDEX — — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION — —

— NOTES — —

— —

RIM THICKNESS — — CLASS E
WARE          Whiteware
FORM          Plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE       Plain
COLORS
RIM DIAM.      BASE DIAM.      MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT    696

MILLER INDEX    YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS   3.9       CLASS   B
VESSHEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA143

VESSEL NUMBER 634

WARE Whiteware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Flann

FORM Plate

COLORS —

RIM DIAM. BASE DIAM. MOTIF Scalloped edge

LOTS PRESENT 387

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 4.1 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE Whiteware

FORM Bowl

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Plains

COLORS

RIM DIAM. 4" BASE DIAM.

MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 469

MILLER INDEX

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.2 mm

CLASS B
WARE: Whiteware
FORM: Hollow form
RIM DIAM.: 2"
BASE DIAM.: —
COLORS: —
MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 387
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —
RIM THICKNESS: 3.3 mm
CLASS: B
WARE  Whiteware  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  Embossed/Plain
FORM  Plate  COLORS  —  Scallop Edge
RIM DIAM.  Can't Tell  BASE DIAM.  —  MOTIF  Floral
LOTS PRESENT  558, 606
MILLER INDEX  —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  —
NOTES  —
RIM THICKNESS  4.8 mm  CLASS  β
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER 638

WARE White ware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Embossed

FORM Plate

COLORS —

RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF Letters ("Alphabet" plate?)

LOTS PRESENT 696

MILLER INDEX —

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

—

RIM THICKNESS 3.4 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSSEL NUMBER 639

WARE Whiware DECOARATIVE TECHNIQUE Plain

FORM Bowl COLORS —

RIM DIAM. 7" BASE DIAM. — MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT 451, 696(2)

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.6 mm CLASS B
VESSHEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER 640

WARE Whiteware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Plain, Scalloped Edge
FORM Plate (?)
COLORS —
RIM DIAM. Can't Tell BASE DIAM. —
MOTIF —
LOTS PRESENT 531
MILLER INDEX — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —
NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 3.6 mm CLASS B
WARE: White Ware
FORM: Plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Plain, Scallop Edge
COLORS: —
RIM DIAM: 3.75
BASE DIAM: 2.75
MOTIF: —
LOTS PRESENT: 696
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —
RIM THICKNESS: 4.6 mm
CLASS: B
VEssel form

Site number 18HA148
Vessel number 642

Ware Whiteware
Decorative technique Plain

Form Too small
Colors

Rim diam. Too Small
Base diam. —

Motif

Lots present 682

Miller index
Year of classification

Notes

Rim thickness 3.0 mm

Class B
VESSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER 643

WARE Whiteware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Plan

FORM Bowl
COLORS —
RIM DIAM. can't tell
BASE DIAM. —

MILLER INDEX —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 1/4"
CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSSEL NUMBER 644

WARE Whiteware
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Embossed; Scalloped Edge
FORM Plate
COLORS —
RIM DIAM. Can't
BASE DIAM. —
MOTIF Floral
LOTS PRESENT 417, 518, 506, 525 (2), 526, 524, 537, 696
MILLER INDEX ____________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION __________
NOTES ____________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

RIM THICKNESS 4.3 mm CLASS B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SITE NUMBER</td>
<td>18HA148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESSEL NUMBER</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE</td>
<td>Whiteware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</td>
<td>Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>Plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
<td>5/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VEssel Form

Site Number: 18HA148

Vessel Number: 646

Ware: Whiteware
Decorative Technique: Plam

Form: Bowl
Colors: 

Rim Diam.: 7" Base Diam.: 
Motif: 

Lots Present: 696

Miller Index: 
Year of Classification: 

Notes:

Rim Thickness: 3.3 mm
Class: B
WARE: Whiteware
FORM: Plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Plain
COLORS:
RIM DIAM: 12
BASE DIAM: —
MOTIF:
LOTS PRESENT: 517, 531(2), 543, 668
MILLER INDEX: —
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: —
NOTES: —

RIM THICKNESS: 3.7 mm
CLASS: B
VESSEL FORM

18HA148

SITE NUMBER

VESSEL NUMBER 648

WARE Whiteware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Plain, Scalloped Edge

FORM Bowl (?)

COLORS —

RIM DIAM. Can't Tell BASE DIAM. —

MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT 523

MILLER INDEX —

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —

NOTES —

RIM THICKNESS 2.9

CLASS E
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER 649

WARE Whiteware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Plain

FORM Bowl (?) COLORS

RIM DIAM. Can't Tell BASE DIAM. --- MOTIF ---

LOTS PRESENT 415, 407, 459, 441

MILLER INDEX --- YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ---

NOTES


RIM THICKNESS --- CLASS B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WARE</th>
<th>Whiteware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>Plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</td>
<td>Plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIF</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
<td>497, 488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
<td>1.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WARE Whiteware
FORM Plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Plain
COLORS —
RIM DIAM. 10" BASE DIAM. — MOTIF —
LOTS PRESENT 5.32
MILLER INDEX — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —
NOTES Burned

RIM THICKNESS 1.4 mm CLASS B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>WARE</strong></th>
<th>Whiteware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FORM</strong></td>
<td>Plate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COLORS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RIM DIAM.</strong></td>
<td>Can't tell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASE DIAM.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOTIF</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOTS PRESENT</strong></td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MILLER INDEX</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NOTES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RIM THICKNESS</strong></td>
<td>1.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASS</strong></td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WARE Whiteware
FORM Plate (?)
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Plain
COLORS
RIM DIAM. Small
BASE DIAM.
MOTIF
LOTS PRESENT 38 <
MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES
RIM THICKNESS 1.3 mm
CLASS B
VESEL FORM

SITE NUMBER

VESSEL NUMBER 654

WARE Whiware

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Plain

FORM Plate

COLORS —

RIM DIAM. 12 BASE DIAM. — MOTIF —

LOTS PRESENT 525

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 1.7 mm CLASS B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSLE NUMBER V-655

WARE ironstone  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain
FORM plate       COLORS
RIM DIAM. 7     BASE DIAM.    MOTIF molded
LOTS PRESENT 381, 696
MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.5  CLASS A
WARE: Ironstone
FORM: Cup
RIM DIAM.: Base DIAM.: Motif: Panelled
LOTS PRESENT: 696, 631
MILLER INDEX: YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES:

RIM THICKNESS: 5.3
CLASS: B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE ironstone DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM cup COLORS

RIM DIAM. 4 BASE DIAM. MOTIF molded

LOTS PRESENT 302(2) 472

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4 mm CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSSEL NUMBER 658

WARE ironstone
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM cup
COLORS

RIM DIAM. 4" BASE DIAM.
MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 696

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.4 CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

18HA148

SITE NUMBER

VESSSEL NUMBER 659

WARE ironstone

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM cup

COLORS

RIM DIAM. 4
BASE DIAM.

MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 442

MILLER INDEX

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.6 mm
CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSSEL NUMBER √ 660

WARE Iron stone
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM cup
COLORS

RIM DIAM. 4 BASE DIAM. MOTIF paneled

LOTS PRESENT 463, 496
503

MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 6.35 CLASS B
WARE: Ironstone
FORM: Platter
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Plain
COLORS:
RIM DIAM.: 7
BASE DIAM.:
MOTIF:
LOTS PRESENT: 529
MILLER INDEX:
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES:
RIM THICKNESS: 5 mm
CLASS: B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE Ironstone DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM Plate COLORS

RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 511, 696

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 5.8 mm CLASS S
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER 643

WARE ironstone  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM cup  COLORS

RIM DIAM. 4  BASE DIAM.  MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 696

MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3, 8 mm  CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148

WARE Ironstone

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE Plain

FORM Plate

COLORS Blue Tint

RIM DIAM. 9" BASE DIAM. __ MOTIF __

LOTS PRESENT 696 (3)

MILLER INDEX __ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION __

NOTES __

RIM THICKNESS 6.9 mm CLASS 0 0
WARE: Ironstone
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Plain
FORM: Tanker
COLORS: 
RIM DIAM: 6
BASE DIAM: 3
MOTIF: 
LOTS PRESENT: 696, 535 (3), 687
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 
RIM THICKNESS: 4.5
CLASS: A
VEESLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18 HA 148

VESSEL NUMBER 666

WARE Iron Stone

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM Sancer

COLORS

RIM DIAM. 6 BASE DIAM.

MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 510

MILLER INDEX

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.5 mm CLASS B
SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER V667

WARE ironstone
FORM plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain
COLORS

RIM DIAM. 9
BASE DIAM.

MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 696, 412, 507

MILLER INDEX
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 4.7 mm
CLASS B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSSEL NUMBER V 668

WARE ironstone
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM Vase
COLORS

RIM DIAM. 6 BASE DIAM. MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 475, 443

MILLER INDEX_________________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES________________________

__________________________________

RIM THICKNESS 3.5 mm CLASS
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER √669

WARE ironstone
FORM pl. saucer

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plan
COLORS

RIM DIAM. 6" BASE DIAM. MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 696 & 390

MILLER INDEX YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.6 CLASS B
VESSLE FORM

SITE NUMBER 18HA148
VESSEL NUMBER V670

WARE Ironstone  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain
FORM Sancer	COLORS
RIM DIAM. 6"  BASE DIAM.  
MOTIF
LOTS PRESENT 496

MILLER INDEX  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 3.5 mm  CLASS B
VEssel Form

Site Number: 18HA148

Vessel Number: V 6 71

Ware: Ironstone
Decorative Technique: Plain

Form: Sancer
Colors: 

Rim Diameter: 6" Base Diameter: 
Motif: 

Lots Present: 429

Miller Index: 
Year of Classification: 

Notes: 

Rim Thickness: 5.5 mm
Class: B
WARE: Ironstone

DEDECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: 

FORM: Cup

COLORS: Blue tint

RIM DIAM: — BASE DIAM: — MOTIF: paneled

LOTS PRESENT: 488, 442

MILLER INDEX: YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 

NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 4 mm CLASS: 8
WARE: Ironstone
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Plain
FORM: Cup
COLORS: 
RIM DIAM: 4 
BASE DIAM: 
MOTIF: 
LOTS PRESENT: 506
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION: 
NOTES: 

RIM THICKNESS: 3.5 mm
CLASS: B
WARE: Ironstone
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Plain

FORM: Cup
COLORS:

RIM DIAM.: 4
BASE DIAM.: 
MOTIF:

LOTS PRESENT: 473

MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:

NOTES:

RIM THICKNESS: 4 mm
CLASS: B
WARE Ironstone
FORM Flat
RIM DIAM. — BASE DIAM. —
LOTS PRESENT 696
MILLER INDEX — YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION —
RIM THICKNESS 5.5 — CLASS 5
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER

18HA148

VESSEL NUMBER V 676

WARE Brownstone

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM Saucer

COLORS

RIM DIAM. 6

BASE DIAM.

MOTIF

LOTS PRESENT 696

MILLER INDEX

YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION

NOTES

RIM THICKNESS 5 mm

CLASS B
WARE: Ironstone  
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: plain  
FORM: cup  
COLORS:  
RIM DIAM. 4"  
BASE DIAM.  
MOTIF:  
LOTS PRESENT: 506  
MILLER INDEX:  
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:  
NOTES:  
RIM THICKNESS: 3.6 mm  
CLASS: B
VESSSEL FORM

SITE NUMBER ________

VESSSEL NUMBER V6 7 8

WARE Ironstone

DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE plain

FORM Sancer

COLORS ________

RIM DIAM. 6" BASE DIAM. ________ MOTIF ________

LOTS PRESENT 696, 424

MILLER INDEX ________ YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION ________

NOTES ________

RIM THICKNESS 4.5 mm CLASS B
WARE:  Tonstone  
FORM:  Plate  
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE:  Plain  
COLORS:  -  
RIM DIAM.:  10"  
BASE DIAM.:  -  
MOTIF:  -  
LOTS PRESENT:  4/12  
MILLER INDEX:  -  
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:  -  
NOTES:  -  
RIM THICKNESS:  2.4 mm  
CLASS:  B
WARE  Ironstone  DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE  Plum
FORM  Panelled Cup  COLORS  —
RIM DIAM.  Can't tell  BASE DIAM.  —  MOTIF  —
LOTS PRESENT  696
MILLER INDEX  —  YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION  —
NOTES

RIM THICKNESS  3.6 mm  CLASS  B
WARE: Transstone
FORM: Plate
DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE: Molded
COLORS:
RIM DIAM: 8" BASE DIAM: 5" MOTIF:
LOTS PRESENT: 465, 696
MILLER INDEX: 
YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION:
NOTES:
RIM THICKNESS: 1.4 mm  CLASS: A
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VESSEL FORM</th>
<th>18HA148</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SITE NUMBER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESSEL NUMBER</td>
<td>V682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARE</td>
<td>white</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECORATIVE TECHNIQUE</td>
<td>plain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORM</td>
<td>teapot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM DIAM.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE DIAM.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTS PRESENT</td>
<td>535, 531, 532, 529, 517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER INDEX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEAR OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td>stained fragments included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIM THICKNESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>